Abstract: This paper’s objective is to give a thorough summary of research on the reading behavior of Chinese primary and secondary school students. The majority of existing research in this field focuses on the importance of extensive reading, the status quo of reading practices among Chinese students, factors that influence student reading behavior, and techniques for enhancing student reading accomplishment. It is proposed that this review will generate more interest in the development of basic education students’ reading skills.
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READING has been a crucial element of education for strengthening students’ cognitive skills and cultivating their humanity. Since the 1990s, however, the attainment of reading literacy among Chinese primary and secondary students has been hampered by the prevalence of internet-based fragmented reading, the decline of brick-and-mortar bookstores, and the outmoded method of teaching Chinese. Under the influence of profit-seeking capital, the book industry has become saturated with superficial and entertaining reading materials; the popular culture-influenced reading environment is detrimental to the spiritual development of students. In addition, reading in class has become tedious and routine as a result of exam-focused classroom instruction. Students may rarely recognize the pleasure of high-quality reading in this environment, let alone improve their cultural literacy, increase their cognitive capacity, and develop their character through reading. The decline in reading competence will not only hinder the intellectual, moral, and humanistic literacy development of students but will also result in talent scarcity in the cultural industry and a decline in the overall quality of the nation. To improve the reading literacy of students, it is required to undertake a logical analysis of the difficulties in their reading behavior and the underlying causes in order to develop appropriate tactics for improvement. Based on an examination of relevant journal articles and degree theses and dissertations, this study attempted to provide an overview of student reading behavior research in China against the backdrop of basic education curriculum reform in order to provide implications for future discussion on this topic.

Literature Sources

The Chinese academic database “CNKI” (China National Knowledge Infrastructure) was searched using the phrases “primary and secondary school children” and “reading behavior” to locate papers on this subject. Using 3,759 publications that were published between 2003 and 2022 as a starting point, keywords and frequently mentioned literature were screened.

The History of Research on the Reading Behavior of Primary and Secondary School Students

Research on the reading habits of elementary and secondary school students began in 2003, grew significantly starting in 2011, and peaked in 2019 (a total of 331 articles). It experienced a decline from the year 2019 until a turning point came in 2021. In the past, student reading behavior was a matter of discussion and debate in the educational world. However, due to teachers’, parents’, and students’ fixation with high-stakes exams, advocates for voluntary or free reading were silenced. This was reflected in the volume of publications. Following recent changes to the nation’s basic education curriculum program and course requirements that emphasize the development of student comprehensive competencies, the importance of student reading literacy has returned to the forefront of academics. This review concentrates on pertinent publications that have been released since 2011 to guarantee the representativeness and concentration of the review.

Keywords in Existing Student Reading Behavior Research
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The frequency of keywords is calculated using data visualization analytics, and high-frequency terms like “reading guidance,” “reading interest,” “reading literacy,” “present state of student reading,” and “reading practices” are detected. In the most recent studies on the reading habits of Chinese primary and secondary school students, these keywords also constitute the hottest discussion points. The vast majority of academics and educators concur that reading literacy is a must for students to succeed academically overall and that students who ignore or lack it are hindered in their academic advancement and long-term development. Therefore, the primary issues in reading research now center on ways to enhance reading literacy, heighten reading interest, and boost voluntary reading among children in basic education.

Studies on the Value of Reading for Primary and Secondary School Students

In most cases, a well-written book has a lifelong impact on its readers. A nation’s spiritual depth is heavily dependent on its reading proficiency. However, there is no clear and systematic instruction for extensive reading teaching in current Chinese textbooks. Students’ free reading time is crowded out by examination-focused instruction. Children are deprived of the opportunity to engage in voluntary reading due to their parents’ utilitarian educational views. Additionally, the fragmented reading environment impairs students’ ability to read in depth. As a result, many Chinese language instructors do not place sufficient emphasis on reading instruction and do not know how to direct students to engage in substantial reading. In this context, a growing number of researchers have emphasized the importance of reading for enhancing students’ language competence and holistic competencies.

The Importance of Reading in Chinese Language Teaching

Researchers concur that increasing free reading can compensate for the shortcomings of in-class reading. Students should be encouraged to concentrate on reading motivational, educational, and literary works with average comprehension requirements and a variety of subject matter. In the meanwhile, students might jot down those helpful sayings, maxims, and proverbs as well as their thoughts on the books they have read. Students’ language competence, writing abilities, and capacity for reasoning can all be enhanced as a result.

Zhang (2014) asserted that reading plays a crucial role in developing students’ comprehension, which is the ability to comprehend the meaning of words and sentences and the ideas of the text through a series of thinking processes such as summary, analysis, evaluation, and comparison based on their prior knowledge and reading experience. Through reading instruction, Chinese language instructors can enhance students’ comprehension of fundamental Chinese concepts, such as word choice and sentence structure.

Most students find writing challenging since they frequently don’t know what to write about. Despite the fact that they may have read a lot, they do not intentionally make the connection between writing and reading. Wang (2012) recommended that teachers incorporate reading-for-writing activities into their lesson plans to provide additional reading instruction. They may suggest excellent books for students to read out-
side of class and give them a variety of responsibilities to do afterward, such as creating reports or reviews, leading seminars, etc. Students could develop their ability to use lovely words, phrases, amazing sentiments, aesthetic experiences, and profound ideas learned from reading to produce creative writing in this way.

Li’s (2019) research found that teachers’ guidance and teaching for reading have a significant impact on students’ selection of reading resources. Due to their calming effects, online novels, cartoons, and other leisure activities are very likely to pique the interest of primary and secondary school students, particularly when they find classics to be too serious and challenging to comprehend. As a result, students imitate those unusual and ungrammatical network phrases that run counter to the grammatical and syntactical principles that the teacher tries to transmit in class. That gives Chinese language instructors a headache. In order to reduce students’ predilection for leisure reading over serious reading and to foster in them good reading habits and a love of reading, educators should establish effective reading instruction programs.

**The Significance of Reading for the Cultivation of Student Comprehensive Competences**

Reading, rather than being the end goal of student personal development, is one of the means by which individual character is developed. Students can gain experience in voluminous reading, develop personal reading methods, and improve their reading appreciation ability through consistent reading, so that reading can truly become a source of spiritual support for students’ growth and assist students’ multi-dimensional development of emotions, attitudes, and values.

He (2020) highlighted that influential works were frequently rich in significant content. Literary works, for instance, frequently feature exciting storylines, elegant language, and complex character interactions; academic works, on the other hand, are characterized by profound thought, rigorous arguments, and a wealth of specialized knowledge. Students can only fully understand the work and make creative use of its worth through memorization, understanding, analysis, and other thinking processes. Students can develop systematic thinking and broaden their perspectives by reading books in depth and skillfully that have tightly structured material and strong reasoning.

Cai (2016) claimed that each kind of literary work has a unique instructional value. A historical novel, for example, allows students to put themselves in a specific historical situation to understand the characters in the work and their fates and, as a result, to cultivate the ability to distinguish between good and evil, beauty and ugliness, in the conflicts represented by the story. Cai’s point of view echoes the requirement of national course standards for reading instruction: by appreciating well-organized language expressions, touching events, and overall artistic constructs of literary works, students improve their cognitive ability and emotional skills, completing the “inheritance of culture” naturally.

As per Li’s (2017) study, reading has a fundamental value in its capacity to foster spiritual communication, and teachers should encourage their students to incorporate their personal experiences into the reading process in order to pique their emotions, reflections, and desires for communication. When students have a certain base of knowledge under their belts, they will naturally examine texts critically, and group discussions may then inspire their creativity and sharpen their analytical skills. In order for students to voice their particular opinions from multiple viewpoints and gain a custom-
ized comprehension of the text in the discourse, teachers should purposefully give them opportunities for dialogue, discussion, and inquiry throughout reading instruction.

**Studies on the Current State of Student Reading**

**Reading Motives and Preferences of Primary and Secondary School Students**

Zhang’s (2013) study found that students read a lot for different reasons depending on where they are in their learning, but the top three reasons were the same for all of them: to learn more, to do better in school, and for fun. But in the current education system, which is focused on tests, students tend to spend more and more time and energy on required subjects and extra learning materials that are directly related to the senior secondary and college entrance exams as they move up through the grades.

Zhang (2018) emphasized that many schools continue to evaluate students solely based on their test scores, resulting in an unnecessary amount of schooling for students. Students must complete large amounts of homework after school and have little time for leisurely reading. Under such conditions, even the restricted reading time is devoted to reading for predetermined reasons. Students who do poorly in writing, for instance, would focus on reading instructional books and may even memorize different types of model essays to imitate on tests.

Wei (2010) revealed that many students regard after-class reading as merely an extension of the subject of Chinese. They are primarily interested in reading activities that will improve their comprehension and expression skills, which will directly affect their exam scores, while ignoring classical, significant works that have no immediate connection to academic success. Students’ enthusiasm for reading becomes suppressed and warped over time, and after-class reading not only fails to relieve students’ mental tension but instead becomes a hefty scholastic load for them.

Extensive reading, on the other hand, may just be a recreational leisure-time pastime for some students; picture-text mixed books, such as comics and cartoons, which are amusing, vibrant, and straightforward, can readily resonate with teenagers. This phenomenon reflects a tendency in the extensive reading of teenagers: a move from “text” to “image” reading. Teenagers’ understanding and reasoning abilities are likely to suffer as a result of a lack of text reading.

Wang (2015) observed in his questionnaire study that elementary school kids chose comic books, such as *The Journey to the West* and *The Legend of Deification*, as their preferred genres of reading. This is partially a result of young children’s inherent curiosity, which is more likely to be piqued by magical mythologies and the aesthetic qualities of books, such as color, pattern, and binding style. Junior secondary students are anxious to expand their life experience through reading as they go through a quick period of physical and mental development. As a result, novels have become their preferred genre. Students in senior secondary schools are getting closer to adulthood and starting to consider their future growth; therefore, they are more interested in biographies and other motivational literature.

Xie (2020) revealed via visits to local primary schools that picture books accounted for the biggest amount of students’ free reading resources, which was about 65%, whereas language books made up only 4.2%. This illustrates that primary school students have a relatively restricted range of options for voluntary reading, with pleasure and recreation serving as the primary motivation. As teachers would propose certain
simplified classical literary works for after-class reading, students are more likely to be lured to read “fast food” books after completing “serious and challenging” reading assignments.

According to Zhou’s (2019) analysis of the sales data of Fuzhou No. 8 Middle School Bookstore, a branch of Fujian Dream Bookstore, foreign literature works account for nearly half of the sales and Chinese literature books account for about a third of the turnover, indicating that literary works are the preferred category of reading materials among secondary school students. Middle school kids’ reading habits are becoming increasingly recreational and fast-food-like, according to sales data from the school bookstore. For example, sales of science-thriller novels such as *Dragon Family IV* and tomb-robbery novels such as *Ghosts Blow the Lamp*, the majority of which are taken from online writings of dubious quality, have surged dramatically. As a result, it is critical to provide students with guidance so that they can broaden their reading selection and engage in extensive reading.

**Reading Practices of Primary and Secondary School Students**

Existing research on the reading practices of primary and secondary school students discovered that, while the majority of them are very interested in reading, a large proportion of them are unable to do scheduled, ample reading, let alone take notes and write down some reflections during the reading process. The great academic strain produced by high-stakes exams is the cause of this phenomenon.

In Lu’s (2013) survey of first through ninth graders in Shanghai, 73.4% said that reading was one of their favorite things to do in their free time. 51.5% spent about 30 minutes a day on extensive reading, and 27.8% spent about 60 minutes a day. The other 20.7% did not read every day. The data showed that the amount of time students in Shanghai spend reading is far from enough.

Ren et al. (2015) conducted a survey of urban primary and secondary school students from six provincial administrative regions in China using a random sample to collect data on self-evaluation of reading behavior, personal reading practices, unhealthy reading behavior, and factors that influence reading. The findings revealed that the majority of students believed that reading practices had a significant impact on Chinese language proficiency; that the mean degree of preference for reading was between “above average” and “average”; and that less than one-third of the students read every day, with the majority devoting approximately one hour per day to reading. Notable is the fact that 14.4% of students conducted no independent reading. According to percentage rankings, the reasons for “dislike” and “intense dislike” of extensive reading are as follows: lack of time due to heavy homework loads (50.5%), limited access to books for free reading (27.3%), lack of interest in reading (22.8%), high book prices (22.3%), a preference for watching television and playing online games (21.1%), and parental prohibition against child free reading (14.4%). The statistics indicate that a significant proportion of instructors and parents do not adequately create reading opportunities for youngsters and spark their interest in reading.

Tah (2015) conducted an extracurricular literature reading survey with 834 primary school students in Horqin Right Front Banner of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region and discovered that their reading participation rates and reading time were far below the criterion for literary reading stipulated by national course standards. Only
24.2% of third and fourth graders and 41.7% of fifth and sixth graders engage in daily voluntary reading.

The General Secondary School Student Reading Behavior Questionnaire 2018 was developed by Liu (2020), who then conducted a survey of 40,012 students, who were chosen at random from all junior and senior secondary schools in Changsha City. According to the online survey’s findings, the majority of students read for one hour and thirty minutes each day; just one-fourth of them read for more than an hour each day; and more than seventy percent of them read in bed at night or on weekends. As a result, reading time is brief and dispersed, which is not good for enhancing students’ reading skills.

Li (2019) noticed that although quite a few students genuinely enjoy free reading, only 40% of them read intermittently without planning in his random sampling survey of more than 100 junior secondary school students in Shanghai. 60% of the students said that a lack of time prevented them from reading as much as they would have liked. Implementing a set reading schedule consistently is necessary to improve reading literacy. Random and interrupted reading has little impact on students’ comprehension.

**Reading Instructions for Primary and Secondary School Students**

Self-regulation is still developing among students in basic school, necessitating external guidance for their considerable reading. Consequently, it is vital to investigate the ways of encouraging students continued reading. Existing research indicates that the majority of schools aim to provide children with reading instruction through reading-specific lessons and reading-related extracurricular activities.

Hao proposed (2020) that masterpieces often have profound meaning, cover a wide range of subject matter, and pose significant difficulties to the cognitive ability of elementary and secondary school students. Young kids may find acclaimed literary works confusing and boring. Therefore, reading-focused courses are essential to encouraging students to read classics since they allow teachers to explain the social context of the work and the humanistic concepts it contains. Nevertheless, Hao discovered that even though all schools offer reading lessons, the majority of them are treated as sessions for reading “exemplary articles,” which are merely extensions of the Chinese language course. Her survey sampled 716 primary and secondary schools in 9 counties under the jurisdiction of Xiangyang City.

Nearly a quarter of the students in Changsha City who participated in Liu’s (2020) investigation said that their school had never offered any reading-specific courses, and a third said they had one or two reading sessions each semester. Although reading lessons are offered weekly in almost half of the city’s secondary schools, and senior secondary school students receive significantly more of them than their junior secondary school counterparts, the overall frequency of reading lessons is insufficient to meet the demands of the students.

Chen et al. (2019) conducted a field investigation in 80 primary and secondary schools in Ningbo City to examine how the school libraries functioned and how the schools attempted to foster a reading environment. Only 10 of the surveyed schools had built regular reading programs with their own distinctive features, they discovered, even though 92% of the schools held extracurricular reading events annually. About 90% of school libraries are larger than 300 square meters, 67% have librarians working full-time, and 58% receive annual funding for book purchases.
Studies on Factors Influencing Students’ Reading Behavior

The Influence of Popular Literature Reading

As a result of the information boom and the accelerated speed of life, there has been an increase in popular literature and a loss in serious reading. The proliferation of new media such as the Internet, mobile phones, and e-books has led to an explosion of writing like fast food. Young students are naturally susceptible to peer influence and groupthink; therefore, this setting will surely have a significant impact on their ability to read freely. Those who lack the proper guidance of teachers and parents are more likely to gravitate toward reading materials that are offensive and provide no benefit.

According to Yuan (2007), there are two basic reasons why elementary and high school students enjoy reading popular literature. To begin with, popular culture is more accessible to young kids; it does not need a great deal of work because it is designed to provide fun and pleasure through direct and simple techniques. Popular literature caters to the demands of young people while simultaneously shaping their reading preferences. Once individuals become accustomed to superficial reading, real literature that requires significant time and effort becomes foreign and unappealing to them. The second cause is teachers’ and parents’ preoccupation with test scores. Numerous teachers and parents are compelled to overburden children with excessive quantities of homework, despite the fact that basic education should create a spiritual foundation for children’s development. Under the influence of their peers, even though some students are interested in books with artistic and intellectual merit, they may turn to popular novels for mental comfort.

Long-term exposure to “culture fast food,” according to Bi (2012), would dull students’ awareness of superb language and deprive them of spiritual discourse with remarkable authors. The compositions of students contain an increasing amount of network slang and excessive language. In their works, personal expression and self-discovery are absent. Ironically, the students’ self-assumed desire for identity culminates in similarities and mediocrity.

Luo et al. (2020) determined that the most significant disadvantage of popular literature is that it lacks the teaching role of serious literature. Popular literature is limited to the expression of personal emotions and serves as a form of pleasure, entertainment, and emotional release. Traditional literature, on the other hand, can provide students with profound insights into human nature as well as play the role of moral instruction. Due to the fact that popular literature is aimed at maximizing audiences and commercial success, its literary and artistic merit is debatable, and its harmful impact on elementary and secondary school students should be investigated.

The Impact of Fragmented Reading

The ideal reading list for elementary school students would include a wide range of books on various topics. Due to the limited amount of time for free reading, the bulk of students may currently only learn about masterpieces and classics through their distilled forms, extracts, or fragments. Whole book reading, as opposed to fragmented reading, can educate students about the author’s overall viewpoints, engulf them in a wealth of knowledge, and foster students’ global perspective on the world. When students become
accustomed to reading in fragments, their comprehension and motivation to learn will suffer. Over time, information retrieval will take the place of students’ autonomous thinking while reading.

According to He’s (2020) study, current reading instruction places an overabundance of emphasis on fragmented reading while underestimating the relevance of whole-work-based sustained reading. Another concern is the usage of so-called “reading reference resources,” which include summaries and main concepts from articles and books. Such predetermined direction or “authoritarian” interpretation really interferes with students’ reading experiences and has a negative impact on students’ reading interest and accomplishment, as well as their ability to think creatively.

Min Zhang (2019) believed that the snippets from full works included in modern textbooks are relatively easy in structure and subject matter compared to the originals and can be comprehended without in-depth thought or advanced reading skills. Reading only excerpts limits students’ horizons and has no positive effect on their reading proficiency. Such training in literacy and reading abilities cannot provide students with the capacity to comprehend texts with a more complicated structure and content. In contrast, students’ higher-order reading skills can be developed through the reading of an entire book with more expansive scenes and emotional depth.

However, Zhang and Zhang (2015) argued that fragmented reading has its own set of benefits. Students in a highly competitive educational setting must accomplish mountains of schoolwork and attend multiple specialization programs, leaving little time for free reading. This is not going to change in the near future. In this context, it is an appropriate approach for relevant specialists to create “introductions” to masterpieces for students based on their professional interpretation and make classics accessible to students. When fragmented reading becomes an inescapable practice, students can use it to their advantage by learning about classics through well-written introductions.

**Disparities in Reading Facilities between Cities and Towns**

Shanghai’s primary and secondary students rated first in the PISA 2000 and 2009 reading literacy surveys. Their reading brilliance is intimately tied to the optimal reading conditions established by communities, schools, and families (Lu, 2015). The fundamental parts of reading are reading settings, readers, and reading materials. As a vital condition for students’ enjoyable and engaging reading, a good reading environment can increase their reading interest and improve their reading achievements. At the moment, concerns such as the public’s low reading literacy, a scarcity of high-quality books, and a poor reading environment are negatively affecting the reading behavior of primary and secondary school students in China’s large, underdeveloped areas, particularly rural areas.

There is a significant difference in the reading environment between rural and urban regions, according to Chen’s (2020) study. Urban students gain a lot from a supportive reading environment and a variety of reading promotion activities, whereas in rural regions there are not enough facilities for reading and there are not enough ways to evaluate reading activities scientifically. Additionally, some migrant workers who live in rural areas are separated from their children who were left behind and are unable to monitor their reading. Even if they share a home with their kids, some parents in remote areas don’t read much themselves, let alone recommend books to their kids or make the environment conducive to their avid reading.
Wang’s (2019) analysis found that, due to financial constraints, the majority of rural elementary schools frequently lack their own libraries. Students often have access to a tiny collection of books in the few schools that have libraries. As a result, rural students rarely carry any additional reading materials in their schoolbags besides their textbooks and practice books. The majority of teachers in rural areas are fully aware of the value of substantial reading, but for a variety of reasons, they are unable to provide students with the reading instruction they need. Rural students find it challenging to develop their reading literacy and all-around competencies in such educational circumstances.

**The Influence of Electronic Devices on Student Reading Modes**

The ease availability of the internet and digital media is drastically altering how students read. Students now read in a wider variety of ways because of the widespread use of digital gadgets. Students’ information-gathering and information-outputting behaviors have changed as a result of reading electronic texts, which unavoidably changes their cognitive patterns and, in turn, influences how they read.

Yuan et al. (2018) determined that reading electronic text is comparable to rapid screen browsing. During this process, fresh reading material is continuously stored in short-term memory, although only a small amount can be preserved in long-term memory. After using electronic devices, the majority of students are able to increase their reading speed, which is one consequence of their altered reading habits. Long-term reliance on electronic media may result in a propensity for superficial reading and a poor level of information internalization.

On the other hand, Liu (2018) asserted that because electronic media offer aids for taking notes, including real-time text highlighting, intercepting, and marking, they are advantageous to students’ reading outcomes. If properly applied, these tools will alter students’ thought processes, encourage full participation in their own learning, and improve reading effectiveness.

He (2021) has relatively neutral opinions. He stated that while conventional print media should continue to dominate student reading, electronic text reading should not be overlooked because of its growing popularity in the digital era. There is no significant difference between the two types of reading media in terms of the functions and outcomes of reading. Students can utilize electronic devices to read books they are interested in at any time and in any place, which gives electronic media a distinct edge in after-class reading.

**Studies on Improvement Measures for K-12 Students’ Reading**

Researchers agreed that communities, schools, and parents must collaborate to improve the reading skills of students. All parties should increase their knowledge of the significance of excellent reading behavior among students and contribute to the construction of optimal reading environments for the kids’ long-term development.

**Recommendations on Community-Level Efforts**
Existing studies include enhancing reading facilities, strengthening reading instruction for kids in basic education, and organizing meaningful reading activities as means of improving student reading proficiency at the community level. The local education department and community libraries are obligated to provide students with high-quality reading materials and reading guidance; they should also host reading activities on a regular basis to pique students’ interest in reading classical works and reduce fragmented, superficial reading.

Chen (2020) claimed that the government should take the initiative to provide enticing reading environments for all residents in order to close the gap between urban and rural reading circumstances and resources. To ensure that every elementary and secondary school student has easy access to high-quality reading materials, the government should increase its investment in the construction and modernization of reading venues. To maximize the use of publicly funded reading resources, the government should also distribute books from urban libraries to public reading services in small towns and villages.

Li (2016) proposed that the government sponsor the design of a public reading service emblem and promote it via television and the Internet in order to increase public awareness of reading facilities. The identification of a public reading service might be a logo displayed in a prominent location; it is also recommended to unify the pattern and color of the appearance of public reading facilities to make local public libraries or reading services easily recognizable. In order to encourage students to visit and read in the library, community librarians can also be dispatched to schools to deliver lectures on the regular services of the public library and the specifics of library use, such as the library’s location, appropriate opening hours for elementary and secondary school students, book borrowing procedures, etc.

Hao (2020) recommended that the government coordinate all types of digital resources and compel local libraries to enlist the aid of digital platforms such as portal websites, WeChat, and QQ in order to offer specialized services to elementary and secondary school students. Big data analytics can be used to push personalized digital resources to students of different ages, and online library use helps students improve their ability to search for useful digital information, thus improving their digital literacy. With the support of online platforms, students can access extensive reading materials relevant to classroom teaching content.

**Recommendations on School-Level Efforts**

The present study on basic education student reading indicates that there is great room for improvement in the classroom reading environment. The majority of studies underline the need for schools to spend more money on library conditions and for teachers to provide students with greater guidance for their substantial reading.

He (2020) stated that modern Chinese reading instruction requires new teaching strategies from Chinese language instructors. In the age of information explosion, people are exposed to a vast array of information and have multiple means of acquiring knowledge. With so many options for reading, students frequently struggle to decide what to read. To guarantee that students are immersed in excellent works, teachers should carefully choose the reading material for reading sessions. They should also teach students practical reading strategies so that they can read effectively and efficiently.
Yu (2007) underlined the importance of the school library in guiding students’ in-depth reading. The school library should take the initiative to inform students about the most recent publications, invite experts and scholars to compile reading lists of highly recommended books for students based on their knowledge and perspectives in the relevant fields, and assist students in locating educational reading materials to increase their scientific and cultural literacy.

The improvement of student reading literacy has been hampered, according to Liu’s (2020) study, by a shortage of high-quality reading courses, insufficient school library resources, and other factors. The school library should try to attract more student readers by improving the reading rooms and the online reading platform. Both in-class and inter-class reading-related interaction should be encouraged to foster the sharing of reading resources and experiences. Schools should work to establish long-term mechanisms for reading instructions, update student reading lists on a regular basis, and assist students in creating reading plans.

In light of the impact of digital reading on student reading behavior, Gu, Li, and Chang (2020) asserted that schools must regulate students’ use of electronic devices on campus but can encourage teachers to utilize the benefits of digital media to broaden students’ reading experiences, such as reading multiple texts and engaging in cross-cultural reflection and evaluation. In addition to specialized digital literacy instruction, the development of students’ digital reading skills is aided by such training.

**Suggestions for Parents**

Studies suggest that family socioeconomic situation, parental education level, and the size of the family’s book collection have a substantial effect on the reading motivation of elementary and secondary school students. Parents with a high level of education typically spend a great deal of money on books and periodicals as long as the family’s financial situation allows. A reading-friendly family environment can promote students’ interest in reading organically (Liu, 2012).

Yuqi Zhang (2019) stressed that parental reading habits have a significant impact on children’s reading behavior and recommended that parents foster the ideal family reading environment by acting as role models for their kids when it comes to free reading. Additionally, he discovered that the majority of children’s reading materials were owned by their parents and that the quantity of books in the home was a reliable indicator of kids’ reading interests. To meet their children’s various reading needs, parents should make an effort to amass a large book collection.

In her paper, Liu (2012) recommended that parents use rewards like praise and cash gifts to encourage their children’s reading motivation. High-self-efficacy kids are more willing to take on obstacles and are more tenacious while working on long-term projects. As a result, parents should provide children with timely feedback and motivation to increase their reading self-efficacy.

**Advice to Students**

Researchers generally agree that improving students’ reading competency and results depends on their awareness of reading, engagement with reading, and use of effective reading strategies. In his study, Wu (2011) emphasizes the need for students to create personalized reading schedules that are tailored to their unique reading abilities and are continually modified to ensure that their limited reading time is spent on carefully cho-
sen, insightful books. According to Liu (2022), children should set a long-term objective for free reading while understanding that reading is about long-term spiritual development rather than instant rewards. Students must understand that reading is a way to get a greater understanding of life and the world, not just a “job” to accomplish or a way to boost academic performance. The ideal reading engagement, according to Xiao (2019), is “talking through the reading substance.” To increase their worry about their reading development and sustain a constant interest in reading, students can talk with their peers about a story’s storyline or their own knowledge and sentiments during any time that is not class time, such as before and after class, during lunch, etc.

Conclusion

Reading is more than a simple pastime. In actuality, reading helps us increase our knowledge and skills while also gaining useful experience from others. People establish the habit of reading as early as childhood. Education in primary and secondary schools is setting the groundwork for students’ development and lifetime learning. Their reading consciousness, interest, and techniques must therefore be well developed during the basic education stage. Communities, schools, and families should collaborate to create conducive reading environments and provide young people with an abundance of high-quality reading materials in order to maximize their reading literacy development, which not only serves as a foundation for success in other academic areas across the board but also as a requirement for successful adult participation in society.
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